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Trial of a Young Poet
The Case of Josef Brodsky

Ukase

ON THE INTENSIFICATION OF THE STRUGGLE AGAINST

PERSONS AVOIDING WORK FOR THE COMMON GOOD

AND LEADING AN ANTI-SOCIAL PARASITIC LIFE.

It is ordered that adult citizens able to work
who will not fulfil the most important duty
laid down by the Constitution, namely to
work honcstly according to their abilities,
who at’oid work for the common good, who
profit from gains not arising out of work,
from the exploitation of land, automobile
vehicles, lit’ing-accommodation, or who corn-
mit other anti-social acts that enable them
to lead parasitic hues, in accordance with the
decision of the People’s Court of the City
District are liable to deportation to places
specially selected for the purpose for a period
of two to five years and to forced labour in
the place of their penal settlement, together
with simultaneous seizure of their property
not acquired by work.
N ORGANOV, President of the Praesidium of

the Supreme Soviet of the R.SF.SR.
S. ORLOV, Secretary of the Praesidiuin of

the Supreme Soviet of the RS.F.S.R.

Session ofthe court ofthe Dzerzkinsky District of
the City of Leningrad

First hearing of the case against Josef Bradsky
on February i8th, 1964

Presiding Judge: Mrs. Sariclya.

1 U D G E : What is your occupation?
J BROD5&Y: I write poems. I translate. I sup-
pose. ...

JUDGE: Never mind what you “suppose.”
Stand properly Don’t kan a iinst th wall

RCA F or
Hive you a regular iob

TFRODSKY: I thought that was a regular job.
JUDGE: Give a clear answer.
BROOSY: I wrote poems. I thought they would

be printed. I suppose. . . .

JUDGE We’re not interested in what you “sup-
pose Answer why you didn’t work.

BRODSKY I did .vork. I wrote poems.
JUDGED That doesnt interest us Were in-

terested in what institution you were in touch
with.

BRODSKY : I had contracts with a publishing
house.

JUDGE: Then answer. Did you have enough
contracts to live on? Give us a list of them with
the dates and the sums they were for.

BRODSKY: I can’t remember exactly. All the
contracts are with my lawyer.

JUDGE: I’m asking you.

BRODSKY: Two books containing my transla
4 May, 1961 tions have been published in Moscow. (Enumer

atcs them.)
JUDGE: How long have you been working?
nRonsKY: Roughly. ...

JUDGE: We’rc not interested in “roughly.”
ERODSKY: Five years.
JUDGE: Where did you work?
BR0D5KY: In a factory, on geological exdi

tions. ,..
JUDGE: How long did you work in the fac

tory?
BRODSKY: One year.
JUDGE: What as?
EROD5KY: As a milling-machinist.
JUDGE: And what is your real trade?
BRODsKY: I’m a 3OCt. And a translator of

poetry.

JuixK: Who has recognised you as a poet?
Who has given you a place among the poets?

3ROD5KY: No one. And who gave mc a place
among the human race?

JUDGE: Did yo learn that?
BRODSy: What?
JUDGE: To be a poet. You didn’t attempt to

go to a university, where ople are trained ...

where they’re taught? ...

JOSEF BRoosKy, the 24-year-old Russian poet
and translator, who was condemned earlier
this year in Leningrad to a five-year sentence
of forced labour, has now been pardoned and
released. We have this information from the
Swiss playwright FriedrIch Dürrenmatt who
has just returned from Moscow (where he
had been invited to attend two premieres of
his plays). According to Dürrenrnatt, the
mounting pressure—there were protests from
leading Soviet writers and artists, including
Anna Akhmatora Dmztrz hoctakouich

i2 SC I ,-- a K ta r ro ‘

izong then- Vzctor / rra reported tin r
the Guardian of May i3th}—has proved sue-
cessful. Since his trial Brodsky had been
working as a dung carrier on a State farm
near Archangel. The text which we publish
was brought out by a European journalist and
is an almost complete “protocol” of the two-
day lcal proceedings in February and
farch of this year.
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BR0DSKY: I didn’t think. . . I didn’t think that

could be done by training.
JUnGE: What by, then?
BRODSKY: I thought that . . . by God. .
JUDGE: Have you a request to make of the

Court?
BROD5&Y: I should like to know why I’ve been

arrested.
JUDGE: That is a question, not a request.
BR0DSKY: Then I have no request to make.
JuDGE: Has the defence any questions to ask?
DEFENCE couNsEL: Yes. Citizen Brodsky, do

you give what you earn to your family?
BR0DsKY: Yes.
DEFENCE COUNSEL: Have you been under treat-

ment in an institution?
BRODSKY: Yes. From the end of December 1963

to January 5th this year in the Kashchenko
Hospital in Moscow.

DEFENCE COUNSEL Don’t you think that your
illness prevented you from working for long in
one place?

BRODSKY: Maybe. Probably. I don’t really
know.

DEFENCE COUNSEL: You have translated poems
for an anthology of Cuban poets?

BRODSKY: Yes.
DEFENcE COUNSEL: I ask the Court to add to

the papers of the case the expert opinion of the
office of the Translators’ Section. A list of the
translated poems. Copies of the contracts. And
I ask for Citizen Brodsky to be medically exam-
med to ascertain whether his state of health has
prevented him from doing regular work. Fur-
thermore, I ask for Citizen Brodsky to be
immediately released. I am of the opinion that
he has committed no crime and that his arrest
is illegal. He has a permanent place of residence
and can appear before the Court at any time.

Tile Court retires for cansulratkn and hcn
reads out he following dethian:

To be sent for a court psychiatrist’s report on
the question: Is Brodsky suffering from some
psychological illness and does this make it im
possible to send Brodsky to forced labour in a
remote area ? To pass the papers of the case to
the Militia to check Brodsky’s employment con-
tracts. .

JUDGE: Have you any questions?
BRODSKY I have a request. To be given pe

paper try l
Tuoe: This request mut b ddrcssed o thc

chief of the Militia.
BRODSKY: I asked him and he refused. I ask

fo pen and paper.
juner: I shall pass your request on.
BRODSKY: Thank you.

( 4 large crowd has gathered outside the ouri
n y UflL cop

JUDGE: What a lot of people! I didn’t think so
many people would come.

VOICE: It isn’t every day a poet comes before
the Court.

C E C 0 N D hearing of the case against Joscf
.) Bradsky (Fantanka 22, hall f the Building
M’kcrs’ Club, on March i3th, 1964).
Announcement:

“LEGAL PROCEEDINGS AGAINST THE WORK-SHY

ELEMENT BROD5KY”

The psychiam report reads: “Psychopathic
character traits observable, but capable of work.
ing. Hence measures of an administrative char-
acter may be taken.”

The Judge asks Brods what requests he has
to make to the Court. It emerges that he has
nat yet seen a capy of the indictment. The hear-
ing is adjourned, and he is taken out so that
he can read the indictment. On being brought
in again, he declares that several of the poems
are not by him. Furthermore, he requests that
the journal which hc wrote in 1956, when he
was Sixteen, should no: be included among the
documents of the case. The journal is not re
maved. The Judge asks him why he has
changed his place of work thirteen times since
5956, and at intervals in between has no:
worked.

SOROKIN (Public Prosecutor): Is it possible to
live on the money you earn?

BR0D5KY: It is possible. Since I have been in
prison I have signed a statement every day to
say that 40 kopecks have been spent on me. And
I have earned more than 40 kopecks a day.

soRoKIN: Don’t you need shoes and suits?
BR0DsKY: I have a suit, an old one, but a suit

of sorts, I don’t need a second,
DEFENCE COUNSEL Have experts expressed

approval of your poems?
BR0DSKY: Yes, I’ve been printed in the almanac

For the First Time in the Russian Language
and have given readings of translations from
the Polish.

JUDGE (to the Defence Counsel): You are sup-
posed to be asking him what useful work he has
done, and you ask him about his readings.

COUNSEL His translations are useful work,
JUDGE: It would be better, Brodsky, if you

vould exp am to th Con why y didr t w k
during the breaks betwee ‘obs.

BR0D5KY: I wrote poems. I did work.
JUDGE: But you could have worked at the same

time.
BROD5KY: I did work. I wrote poems.
JUDGE: But there arc people who work in a

factory and write poems. What prevented you

:rom doing thit’
U 05K Bu uco I ar iii & sa



faces.
JUDGE: That’s not your discovery. Everyone

knows that. It would be better if you explained
how you assess your share in our forward move
ment towards Communism.

aR0DsKY: The building of Communism—that
doesn’t only mean standing at the work-bench
or ploughing the soil. That also means intel-
lectual work which, .

JUDGE: Never mind the high-sounding words.
Tell us how you intend to arrange your work-
ing activity in future.

BRoD5KY: I wanted to write and translate
poems. But if that contradicts the general norm,
I shall take a fixed job and write poems in spite
of it.

JUDGE TYAGLY: In OUI country everyone
works. How were you able to laze about for
so long?

BR0DsKY: You don’t look upon my work as
work. ...

Thc Judge holds out to him the article in the
Vecherniy Leningrad entitled “A Literary
Parasite,” which is about Brodsky. Brodsk
declares that the author, Lerner, is lying: his
age is gwen wrongly, the poems arc not by him,
his supposed frknds are people he scarcely knew
or did not know at all,

T ‘ G E : Witness Grudinina.
J GRUDININA: I have been in charge of the work
of young poets for more than eleven years. For
seven years I was a member of the commission
for work with young authors. Now I am in
charge of the poets of the higher classes in the
Pioneer Palace and the circle of young authors
in the Svctlana factory. At the request of the
publishing house I have compiled and edited
four anthologies of ‘young poets, which cam-
prise more than two hundred new names. In
this way I have a practical knowledge of the
work of almost all the young poets of the city.
Brodsky’s work as a beginner is known to me
on the basis of his poems from the years ‘59 and
‘6o. These were not finished poems, but they
contained clear ideas and images. I didn’t in-
dude them in the anthologies, but I considered
the author to be talented.1 I didn’t meet Brad-
sky personally until autumn iç6 fter the nub

C 0 0 t e I ic t A hera P r ite i
Vcchci-niy Lrningrad I called Brodsky for a dis
cussion, because the young people had besieged
me with requests to intervene in the affair of
the slandered man. When I asked him what he
was occupied with at present, Brodsky replied
that he was studying hnguages and for about a
year and a half had been working on a literary
rnslatiori I took manusripts o inslations
ram him in order to study them s a poetess

and literary scholar by training I can confirm
that Brodsky’s translations are of a high pro-
fessional quality. Brodsky has a specific ta’ent
for the artistic translation of poems such as is
not often met with. He gave me a work of 368
lines of verse; moreover, I read 120 lines of
poems translated by him and printed in Moscow
publications. From personal experience of artistic
translation I know that a work of such propor
tions demands of the author not less than a year
and a half of full-time work, to say nothing of
the bother connected with the publication of the
poems and of the consultations with specialists.
As is well known, it is impossible to assess
accurately the time required for these trouble-
some extras. If these translations are valued at
even the lowest publisher’s rates that I have seen
with my own eyes, Brodsky has already earned
350 roubles, and the only question is when
everything he has done will be printed in full.
Apart from contracts for translations, Brodsky
also showed me contracts for work for broad-
casting and television, and in these cases the
work specified by the contracts has already been
done but not yet fully paid for. From conversa
tions with Brodsky and with people who know
him, I know that Brodsky lives in a very humble
style, goes without clothes and amusements, and
spends the greater part of his time at his desk.
The money which he receives from his work,
he gives to his family.

couNsEL: In order to produce an artistic trans

1 Ed. Note: Almost nothing of Brodsky’s own
verse has been published in Russia, although many
poems have been circulating in mimeographed form
and have made his reputation. “I first heard his
name,” the American critic Andrew Field writes,
“when the elderly Anna Akhmatova, Russia’s
greatest living poet, praised his poetry in a con-
versation on the work of the younger generation,
adding ‘that might be because he writes like me
though’. , . . As a poet Brodsky does show the strong
influence of Akhmatova, and also of the famous
Russian poet Osip Mandelstam. His poems are
unassertive and deceptively conversational in style;
their aim is frequently to convey the strangeness
and awkwardness of life in the simplest possible
manner.,.“ These are the concluding lines of
Brodsky’s poem entitled “Monument to Pushkin”:

I crnpt St ect
Ad mnune apo
An empty street
And tile singing of the torni.
And a head
bent down in tirednecs

, , , on such a night
to toss about in bed
is pleasanter,

ha ct d
on pedestals.
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lation of poems, is it necessary to know the
author’s work at all?

GRUDININA: Yes, for good translations, such as
Brodsky’s are, one must know the author’s work
and immerse oneself in his language.

COUNSEL: Is the payment reduced when one
works from rough translations?

GRUDININA: Yes. When I translated Hungarian
poets after rough translations I received one
rouble (in the old money) less per line.

COUNSEL: Is it usual for translators to work
with rough translations?

GRUDININA: Yes, quite general. One of the
most important Leningrad translators, A. Git
vich, translates from the ancient Chinese on the
basis of a rough translation.

JUDGE LEBEDEVA Ctn a foreign language be
learnt by studying on one’s own?

GRUDININA: I have learnt two languages on
my own, in addition to those which I learnt at
the university.

COUNSEL: If Brodsky does not know the
Serbian language, can he nevertheless make a
translation of high artistic value?

GRUDININA: Yes, of course.
couNsEL: But don’t you consider working

from a rough translation as the reprehensible
exploitation of someone else’s work?

GRUDININA: Oh, good God? Why?
JUDGE: But why does he work in isolation?

Why doesn’t he belong to any literary societies?
GRUDININA: In 1958 he asked to join my liter-

ary association. But I had heard of him as being
a hysterical boy and didn’t accept him; I re
jected him personally. That was my mistake,
and I regret it very much. Now I would very
willingly accept him into my association and
work with him, if he wants me to.

JUDGE TYAGLY: Have you ever seen how he
personally writes poems, if he uses other people’s
works?

GRuDININA: I haven’t seen how Brodsky sits
and writes. But nor have I seen Sholokhov sit-
ting at his desk writing. But that doesn’t mean
that, ...

JuDGE: It is improper to compare Sholokhov
with Brodsky. Haven’t you explained to the
young people that the State demands that young
people shall learn? Brodsky only attended school
for seven years

GRUD T1e cope of his kro dg is
very wide. was convinced of that when I read
his translations.

SOROKTN: Have you read his ugly porno-
graphic poems?

GRUDININA: No. never.
couNseL: One other thing I wanted to ask you,

witness. . . . Brodsky’s production for 1963 is as
f’’11ows p’em i’i he book Dawi’ over Cuba
translations of poernc by Galczvnski (of course.

not published yet); poems in the book Yugasluv
Po’ts; gaucho songs and publications in Kostyor.
Can that be regarded as serious work?

GRUDININA: Yes, without a doubt. That is a
year filled with work. But this work cannot
bring in any money for at least a few years. It is
wrong to judge the value of a young author’s
work by the level of the fees he is at present
receiving. A young author may fail at first;
new time-consuming work may be needed.
There is a joke that says: the difference between
a work-shy element and a young poet is that the
work-shy element doesn’t work, but eats—while
the young poet works, but doesn’t cat.

JUDGE: We object to that statement. In our
country everyone receives the appropriate re
ward for his work, therefore it is impossible
for anyone to have done a great deal of work
and received little money. You say that in our
country where so much sympathy is shown for

young poets, you say they go hungry. Why did
you say young poets don’t eat?

GRUDININA: I didn’t put it like that. I pointed
out that it is a joke in which there is some
truth. The income of young poets is very
irregular.

JUDGE: Well, that depends upon them. You
don’t have to tell us that. All right, you have
explained that you were speaking in jest. We
accept your explanation.

A N E W witness is called, Yefirn Grigorievich
Etkind.

JUDGE: Give us your pass, since your name
is pronounced somehow unclearly. Etkind...
Yefim Gershovich. . . . We are listening to you.

ETKIND (member of the Association of Souiet
Writers, lecturer at the Herzen Institute): In
conformity with the nature of my social and
literary work, which is connected with the train-

ing of beginner translators, I often have occa
sion to read or hear translations by young men
of letters, About a year ago I had an opportunity

of seeing works by Brodsky. They were trans
lations of poems by the outstanding Polish lyric
poet Galczynski, few of whose poems have been
translated into our language. The clarity of the
poetic phraseolor, the music of his language,
the passion and energy of the poems made a
strong impression on me I was also surprised
by the fact that B od k ad learned the Polish
language on his ow ‘, without any help from
otflers He read Gaiczvnskis noems in Polish
with the same enthusiasm with which he read
the Russian translations. It became clear to me
that I was dealing with a man of exceptional
gifts and—which is no less important—capacity
for hard work and perseverance. I have had
many convercatio9s with Brodskv and been sur
prised by his knowiedg it’ the field of Amen-
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can, English, and Polish 1iterature The transla
tion of poems is extraordinarily hard work that
demands tenacious diligence, knowledge, and
talent. On this path coundess failures may await
the man of letters, and material benefits are a
matter of the distant future. Brodsky must be
given the opportu.nity of working as a translator
of poetry. Far from any big city, where there
are neither the necessary books nor the literary
environment, this is very difficult, if not impos
sible. With his poetic technique, there would
have been nothing to prevent him from working
in a slovenly manner; he could have translated
hundreds of lines, if he had worked casually.
The fact that he earned little money doesn’t
mean that he wasn’t industrious.

JUDGE: But why doesn’t he belong to any col
lective?

ETKSND: He comes to our translators’
seminars. . .

JuDGE: Oh, seminars. ...

ETKIND: He is a participant in these seminars
in the sense. ...

JUDGE: Suppose there isn’t any sense?
(b.iughtcr in Court)

JuDGE: When you spoke of Brodsky’s know-
ledge, why did you lay such emphasis on foreign
literature? Why didn’t you talk about our
literature, the literature of our fatherland?

ETKIND: I have talked with him as a trans
lator. Therefore, I was interested in his know-
ledge in the field of American, English, and
Polish literature. It is considerable, many-sided,
and not at all superficial.

SMIRNOV (chief of the “House of Defence,”
witness for the prosecution): I am not personally
acquainted with Brodsky, but I wish to say that
if all citizens had the same attitude as Brodsky
towards the accumulation of material values,
Communism would not be built for a long time.
Intelligence is a dangerous weapon for those
who possess it. Everyone has said that he is
intelligent and almost a genius. But no one
has said what kind of person he is. He grew up
in a family belonging to the intelligentsia, but
he only had seven years’ schooling. Let those
present say whether they would like to have a
son who only vent to elementary school. He
didn’t go into the army because he was the sole

pport I i hr ly But I at no They
w if it’ ‘h1

anyone say what muddlea ideas ne has in his
head? And his antiSoviet verses?

BRODsKY: That’s not true.
SMIRNOv: He must change many of his ideas.

I doubt the medical report they gave Brodsky
concerning his nervous illness in the hospital.
Some i&4ue’tia1 rie’ds rnust bught
pressure o bear and asked: Save the young man1
But he must be cured by forced labur, only by

forced labour, and no one will help him, no

influential friends. I don’t know him personally.
I only know about him from the Press. And I
know the medical report. I doubt the medical
report that freed him from military service. I’m
not a doctor, but I doubt it.

RoDsKY: When I was released as the sole sup.
port of my family, my father was ill after a
heart attack, but I was working and earning
money. And then I was ill. How do you come
to know me so that you can talk about me like
that?

sMIRNov: I have looked at your personal
journal.

BR0DsKY: By what right?
JuDGE: I shall not permit that question.
sr,aRwov: I have read poems of his.
COUNsEL: There were poems among the docu

ments that are not by Brodsky. How do you
know that the poems you read were really his
poems? Because you are speaking of un

published poems.
sMutNov: I know, and that’s enough!
JuDGE: Witness Logunov.
LOGUNOV (deputy director of the Hermitage,

economic section): 1 am not personally ac
quainted with Brodsky. I have seen him for the
first time here in Court. To live as Brodsky lives
is no longer permissible. I shouldn’t envy the
parents who have such a son. I wish to say that
it is necessary to work, to give up all cultural
attitudinising. Then the poems Brodsky corn-
posed would be real poems. Brodsky must begin
his life afresh.

COUNCIL: The witnesses really ought to be
talking about facts. But they. ...

junot: You may express your opinion of the
witnesses’ statements later.

DENISOV (plumber from UNR-ao): I am not
personally acquainted with Brodsky. I only
know him from the statements published in our
Press. I speak as a citizen and a representative
of the public. After the statements in the papers
I was indignant about Brodsky’s work. I wanted
to get to know his books. I went to the library
—there are no books by him. I asked acquain
tances if they knew someone of that name. No,
they didn’t know him. I’m a worker. In all my
life I have only changed my place of work
w C T I B od 1’ t a sfed I
r”d k s er r ‘d
trades. You can’t learn one single trade in such
a short time. People say Brodsky is a poet or
something. Wlw wasnt he a member of any
association? Doesn’t he agree with dialectical
materialism? Engels says that work has made
man. But Brodsky isn’t satisfied with this for-
mul-’n. H is of differ—nt -piri’-’a. Perhaps
he is very gifted. but why 1otsn’t he find his
way into our iiteratur& Why doesn r he work?
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I wcu1d like to state that his activities don’t
satisfy me as a worker.

JUDGE: Witness Nikolaiev.
NIKOLAIEV (Iennoner) 1 am not personally

acquainted with Brodsky. I should like to say
that I have known for the last three years of
the pernicious influence which he exercises on
his contemporaries. I am a father and I have
been convinced by my own experience of how
hard it is to have a son who doesn’t work. I
have more than once seen poems of Brodsky’s
in my son’s possession. One poem in 42 sections
and also individual poems. I know Brodsky
from the Umansky case. There is a proverb:
“Tell me who your friends are I knew
Umansky personally. He was a bitter enemy of
the Soviet Union. My son also told me that he
considers himself a genius. Like Brodsky, he
won’t work. People like Brodsky and Umansky
have a pernicious influence on their contempor
aries. I am surprised at Brodsky’s parents. They
obviously agreed with him. It is evident from
the form of the poem that Brodsky can write
poems. But these poems have caused nothing
but evil. Brodsky isn’t only a work-shy element.

: He is a militant work-shy element. People like
Brodsky must be treated ruthlessly. (Applause.)

JUDGE TYAGLY: You are of the opinion that
Brodsky’s poems have influenced your son?

NIK0LAIEv: Yes.
JunoE: Influenced negatively?
NIKnLAIEV: Yes,
JUDGE: How do you know they are Brodsky’s

poems?
NIK0LAIEV: There was a folder and on the

folder it said: “Yo.csif Brodski.”
COUNsEL: Your son knows Umansky?
NIK0LAIEY: Yes.,
couNsEL: Why do you think it was Brodsky

and not Umansky who had a pernicious in-
fluence on your son?

NIK0LArEV: I mean Brodsky and his sort.
Brodsky has written shameful and anti-Soviet
poems.

sRoDsKy: Name my anti-Soviet poems. Repeat
one single line.

JUDGE: I shall not permit quotations.
BRODSKY: But I want to know what poems he

is talking about. Perhaps they’re not by me.
NrK0LArEv: If I had known I was going to

mak a m (,‘urt U ye
stat their and brought tn m with me

ROMA5HOVA (teacher of Marxism-Leninism a:
the Mukhina Educational Institute): I don’t
know Brodsky personally. But his so-called
activity is known to me. Pushkin said that
talent is above all hard work. And Brodsky?
Has he by any chance tried. has he worked. to
make his poems intelligible to the peopie Im
surp ised hat r coil ague pu uch halo
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round him. Only in the Soviet Union is it pos.
sible for a Court to speak so benevolently with
a poet, to advise him in such a comradcly way
to learn. As secretary of the Party organisation
of the Mukhina Educational Institute I can say
that he has a bad influence on youth.

COUNSEL: Have you ever seen Brodsky?
RoMAsHovA: Never. But Brodsky’s so-called

activity allows me to form an opinion of him.
COUNsEL: Can you quote any facts?
noMAsuovA: As an educator of youth I know

what young people say about Brodsky’s poems.
COUNSEL: And you yourself know Brodsky’s

poems?
R0MA5H0vA: I know them. They’re horrible.

I consider it impossible to repeat them. They’re
horrible.

T U D G E : Titness Admoni. If possible, your
J pass, since the name is unusual.

ADMONI (Prajessrr at the Herzen Institute,
l:nguist, literary scholar, translator): When I
learnt that Brodsky had been summoned to
appear before the Court on a charge of being
work-shy I felt it my duty to state my own
opinion before the Court. I believe I am justified
in doing so because I have been working with
young people for thirty years as a university
teacher, and because I have long been occupied
with translations. I scarcely know Josef Brodsky.
We say good morning to each other, but I doubt
whether we have exchanged more than a couple
of sentences. For over a year, however, I have
been following his work as a translator with
great attention—on the basis of his appearances
at the translators’ evenings and on the basis of
publications. And on the basis of these transla
dons of Galczynski, Fernandez, and others I
can say with complete responsibility that they
demanded exceptionally hard work from their
author. They bear witness to great skill and
culture on the part of the translator. But there
are no miracles. Neither skill nor culture come
by themselves. When I learnt to-day—for the
first time—that he had only had seven years of
schooling. it became clear to me that he must
have done a truly gigantic amount of work in
order to have acquired the skill and culture that
he possesses to-day. Mayakovsky’s comment on
the work of the poet also applies to the trans

r I oetr F k si
you lab riouslv shif a thousand ton of o
bearing rock....“ This decree. under which
Brodskv has been called to account. is aimed
against those who work little, not against those
who earn little. Work-shy elements means those
who work little. Hence the charge of being
work-shy levelled against Brodskv is absurd. It
Is impossible to accuse a man who works like
B odsky of b’ g w rk-shy a m n wh work
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hard and much, does not think of big earnings,

i content with the absolute minimum necessities

of life in order to perfect himself in his art and
to produce translations of high artistic quality.

JUDGE: What did you say about having to
condemn those who earn little?

ADM0NI: I said the meaning of the decree is
that those who work little should be condemned,
not those who earn little.

JUDGE: What do you mean by that? Have you
read the decree of May 4th? Communism will
only be created by the work of millions.

ADM0NI: All work that is useful to society
must be respected.

JUDGE TYAGLY: Where has Brodsky read his
translations? And in what foreign languages?

ADMONI (smiling): He reads in Russian. He
translates from the foreign languages into
Russian,

JuDGE: When a simple man asks you a ques
Lion, you should explain to him and not smile.

ADMONI : I have explained that he translates
from Serbian and Polish into Russian.

JUDGE: Speak to the Court and not to the
public.

ADM0NI: I beg to apologise. It’s a professorial
habit to speak facing the auditorium.

T U D G E : Citizen Brodsky, you have only occa
.) sionally worked. Why?

BROD5KY: I have already said that I have
worked all the time. In a ñxed job and then I
wrote poems. That’s work—writing poems.

JuDGE: But you’ve earned very little.
5OROKIN (Public Prosecutor): Our great nation

is building Communism. In Soviet man an out-
standing characteristic is developing: joy in
socially useful work. Only the society in which
there is no idleness flourishes. Brodsky is far
removed from patriotism. He has forgotten the
most important principle: he who does not
work shall not eat. But Brodsky has been lead-
ing the life of a work-shy element for many
years. In 1956 he left school and entered a fac
tory. He was fifteen at the time. He was dis
missed the same year. (Repeat.c the list of his
places of employment and declares the &eaks
between regular employment to hauc been
periods of idleness.) We have checked and dis
covered that for one piece of work Brodskv re
ccivec! only r roubles whereas e said ie
rccciveu 150.

BR0D5KY: That’s an advance. That’s only an
advance ! A part of what I’m to get later.

JUDGE: Silence, Brodsky.
SOROKIN: Where Brodsky worked he shocked

everyone by his lack of discipline and dislike of
work. The article in Yecherni Leningrad met

idi gre approa’ ‘ partkuar’y ‘arge ruin-
her or lcters were rcceied from young peopie.

They sharply condemned Brodsky’s behaviour.
(Reads letters.) The young are of the opinion

that there is no place for him in Leningrad, that
he must be severely punished. He lacks all un
derstanding for conscience and duty. Everyone
regards it as a joy to serve in the army. But he
dodged it. Brodsky’s father sent his son to be
examined at the out-patient clinic, and he
brought from there a certificate which a credu
bus military commission accepted. Even before
he appeared before the military commissariat he
wrote to his friend Shakhmatov: “I am about
to keep a date with the Defence Committee,
your table will be a reliable refuge for my
iambics He bclonged to the company of
those who greeted the word “work” with
Satanic laughter and listened with reverence to
their “leader” Umansky. Brodsky is allied to
him by his hatred of work and of Soviet litera
ture. Pornographic words and ideas enjoy
special success here. Shakhmatov was called by
Brodsky “Sir.” Just like that. Shakhmatov was
found guilty. And this is the milieu from which
Brodsky has emerged. People talk about
Brodsky’s talent. But who are these people?
People who resemble Brodsky and Shakhmatov.
Brodsky is defended by artful dodgers, work-
shy elements, woodlice, and beetles. Brodsky
isn’t a poet, but a man who tries to write puny
verses. He has forgotten that in our country man
must work, must create values: jobs or bread or
poems. We must compel Brodsky to do forced
labour. We must banish him from our heroic
city. He is a work-shy element, a lout, an artful
dodger, a man who is spiritually dirty. Brodsky’s
admirers spurt venom. But Nekrasov said: you
need not be a poet, but you have a duty to be a
citizen. We are sitting in judgment to-day not
on a poet, but on a work-shy element. Why have
people defended a man who hates our father-
land? We must scrutinise the moral countenance
of those who have defended him. He wrote in
his poems: “I love a foreign homeland.” In his
journals there is a note: “I have been thinking
for a long time of crossing the red frontier. In
my red-haired head constructive thoughts are
maturing And he also wrote: “The Town
Hall in Stockholm inspires more respect in rue
than the Kremlin in Prague....“ He called
Marx. “An old greedy gut framed by a vreath
of fir-cones.” In a letter he w.ote: “I should iike
0 SPIt On i fo cow.’ flJ ‘ . hat Bro sky is

worth and an who defend him.

The record of the defence counsel’s summing-
up is missing. Its canclu.czons were: Broa’sky s
guilt has nut been pror’ed; Brodsky is not a
wo’k-shy element, therefore “means of adminis
raSwe influencEe” cannot be applied to him . The

importance of the decree of May 4th is eerv
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3ur. great; it is a wcapon for ridding the city of real
iIOfl work-shy elements and parasites. Its groundless
that application discredits the purpose of the degree.
Un- The decision of the Supreme Court of the Soulet
one Union of March soth, 5963, makes it the duty
he of the Court to adopt a critical attitude towards
uC the euidencc submitted, not to allow a verdict
he against those who are working, and to respect

uU- the right of the accused to acquaint themselves
ore with the documents of the case and to submit
iie evidence of their innocence. Bradsky was

out illegally held in custody from February i3th
tee, 1964, and deprived of the possibility of present-
my ing a number of pieces of evidence. But even
.o the evidence submitted is sufficient for the con-
lui clusion that Brodskj, is not a work-shy element,
to (The Court retires for consultationS)
to

ra
joy
by

E M A R K S OVERHEARD IN COURT:a1
“Writers? The whole lot should be kicked

out!”
:i:: “Intelligentsia? They’re a millstone round our

. necks!”o. “But don’t the intelligentsia work?”

-

“Come off it, didn’t you see how they work?
‘ y They exploit the work of others.”
ny

“I’m going to get hold of a rough translation
L 1 and start translating poetry.”

-d “Have you the slightest idea what a rough
translation is? Do you know how a poet works

ic with a rough translation?”
vt “I know Brodsky. He’s a good boy and a
I good poet.”
ou “He’s an anti-Sovietist. Didn’t you hear what
- a the prosecutor said?”lot “Did you hear what his counsel said?”
ye “The defence counsel was speaking for moneyer- and the prosecutor for nothing, so he’s right.”ice “All these defending lawyers want is to earnt.n a lot of money. They don’t care what they say,us long as they have money in their pockets.”g “You’re talking nonsense.”a “Don’t start getting abusive I I’ll call theire

druzhinniki in a minute ! Did you hear thevn quotations they read out?”
“He wrote those ages ago.”e, “I’m a teacher. If I didn’t believe in educa

rì tion, what kind of teacher should I be?”e “We don’t need teachers like you. We send
Is our children to school, and what do they get

taught?”
“But they didn’t even give Brodsky a chance

to justify himself.”
“It was enough, we heard enough from your

Brodsky.” -

(Iosef Brodsky was condemned to flue years’
Iorced labour)
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